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Abstract

A thermal barrier system with plasma-sprayed thermal barrier coating (TBC) has been analyzed subject to thermal cycling. The

thermally grown oxide (TGO) is allowed to grow at the peak temperature in the cycle, with both thickening and lateral components

of the growth strain. The stresses in the TGO are also allowed to relax at high temperature when they attain a critical level. The bond

coat is allowed to yield with temperature dependent yield strength. The stresses induced in the TBC and in the TGO have been

calculated. The vertical component of the stress in the TBC is shown to have a large tensile domain with a maximum that increases

systematically as the system cycles. There is a corresponding increase in the amplitude of the interface undulations. The stresses in

the TBC have been used to calculate energy release rates, G , for cracks in the TBC extending parallel to the interface, just above the

peaks of the undulations. This analysis reveals a minimum value, Gmin preceding instability. Equating this minimum to the TBC

toughness identifies a delamination criticality.
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1. Introduction

Thermal barrier systems made using plasma spray

coatings are widely used in power turbines as well as on

some components in aero-turbines [1�/9]. The systems

consist of a bond coat that provides the oxidation

resistance, a thermal barrier coating (TBC) that imparts

the thermal insulation and a thermally-grown oxide

(TGO), primarily of a-alumina, that thickens as the

system cycles. The associated morphology is depicted on

Fig. 1. The oscillatory nature of the bond coat surface is

deliberately created by grit blasting, before depositing

the thermal barrier material. This contrasts with the

preference for bond coat planarity when the coatings are

made by electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EB-

PVD) [8�/12]. The difference is attributed to the nature

of the oxide layer that forms on the bond coat as the

TBC deposits.

Various investigations have probed the failure me-

chanisms and attempted to calculate the stresses [13�/

17]. The generally agreed-upon finding is that the failure

occurs by delamination, proceeding along a trajectory

primarily within the TBC, just above the TGO [1�/6].

Locally, near the peaks of the oscillations, the delamina-

tion may penetrate the TGO and extend along the TGO/

bond coat interface [13]. The details have been elusive,

because of the difficulties in making sequential observa-

tions of events occurring near the interface and because

all phenomena affecting the stress have yet to be

included in a simulation scheme. These phenomena

include the growth of the TGO, the thermal expansion

misfit on cooling, visco-plasticity occurring in the bond

coat and the TGO, as well as the deformation of the

TBC [18�/22]. In order to address this deficiency, a full

numerical simulation scheme is introduced in this

article. The scheme is an adaptation of a procedure

developed for EB-PVD systems, previously used to

simulate TGO displacement instabilities [18�/22]. Proto-

typical stress distributions are calculated. Energy release

rates are determined for expected crack ensembles, as a
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basis for establishing a delamination criterion in terms

of the properties of the constituent materials.

Previous analysis [23] attempted to encapsulate the

major effects brought about by the interplay between

the growth and thermal expansion misfit strains. This

was done within a spherical geometry intended to

represent displacements and stresses expected near the

apex and base of the interface oscillations, respectively.

However, the analysis was restricted to TGO growth

normal to the interface. In practice, some of the new

TGO forms on the internal grain boundaries, resulting

in a lateral growth strain [4]. For this restricted case, the

stress patterns near the apex have the following princi-

pal features (Fig. 1).

i) During isothermal growth of the TGO, tensile

stresses normal to the substrate are induced in the

TBC between neighboring apices. This happens

because of the displacement incompatibility upon

TGO thickening along curved segments of the

interface. These stresses may be capable of initiating

cracks in the TBC. The TGO experiences in-plane

tension, with compression normal to the interface.

The tension may be alleviated by visco-plastic

deformation of the TGO, preventing it from crack-

ing.

ii) As the system cools and experiences the effects of

thermal expansion misfit, the stress patterns change.

The in-plane tension in the TGO diminishes and

eventually becomes compressive. The tension nor-

mal to the TBC/TGO interface in the TBC is

retained and may become larger. The compression

normal to the TGO/bond coat interface may reduce.

The results of the full numerical simulations are

compared and contrasted with these analytic findings.

2. Simulation scheme

The system comprises a bond coat with sinusoidal

oscillations, amplitude A and wavelength, 2L , varying

as: z�/(A /2)cos(px /L ), with A /L�/1.0, and h /L�/0.1 (h

is the thickness of the TGO) (Fig. 1). The calculations

are performed subject to generalized plane strain. The

TBC is considered elastic and anisotropic, with in-plane

Young’s modulus, Etbc�/20�/100 GPa. The bond coat

has temperature-dependent yield strength of the type

shown on Fig. 2(b). The strength up to temperature T1

(300 8C in all calculations) is 1 GPa. At temperatures

above T2, the strength sbc
Ymin is typically 100 MPa. It

changes linearly from T10/T2. The bond coat is

assigned a thermal expansion misfit with the superalloy

substrate. For most calculations it is: Da�/asub�/abc�/

�/3 ppm per 8C [24].

Stress redistribution in the TGO is simulated by

imparting the yield characteristics plotted on Fig. 2(a)

[19]. That is, at the peak temperature, the TGO yields

when the Mises stress reaches 9/1 GPa, imposing a

maximum on the growth stress [9,19]. On cooling and

reheating it behaves elastically, because of the rapid

increase in yield strength at lower temperatures. The

misfit stress at ambient equals the sum of that from

growth with that from thermal expansion misfit

(sambient:/�/4.5 GPa) [8,25�/27].

From experiences with EB-PVD systems, these prop-

erties appear to capture the principal non-linearities, as

well as their effect on stresses and displacements [18�/

22]. The time dependence associated with creep in the

Fig. 1. A schematic of the sinusoidal configuration used for the

analysis indicating the location of the cracks in the TBC and the zones

of residual tension/compression induced by TGO growth and thermal

cycling.

Fig. 2. Yield strength characteristics assumed for (a) the TGO and (b)

the bond coat: as used in prior simulations [2,7,8].
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bond coat and in the TGO appears to have little effect

on the general trends, but it does introduce a cooling

rate effect, that will be missed in the following simula-

tions.
The temperature is cycled over a range, DT�/

1000 8C, and the stresses, as well as the plastic strains,

and the oscillation amplitudes are monitored. The TGO

is allowed to grow at the peak temperature in the cycle,

with both thickening and lateral components of the

growth strain. The lateral component, Doxx �/Dozz �/og

(og is taken to be 0.001 in the following calculations) is

incorporated by imposing a transformation strain to all
elements in the TGO layer, taken to be uniform through

the thickness. For the thickening simulation a strain ot is

imposed on the row of the bond coat elements im-

mediately adjacent to the TGO. Simultaneously, the

properties of these elements are switched from those

characteristic of the bond coat to those applicable to the

TGO. The chosen thickening rate dictates the dimen-

sions of the elements that undergo oxidation. For
simplicity, most of the calculations are performed for

linear TGO growth kinetics with Dh /2L�/0.005 or 0.01

[18,19]. In a few cases, parabolic growth conditions are

used [9,21].

The other elastic material properties are the same as

those used in the previous analyses [18,19] (Esub�/200

GPa, nsub�/0.3, asub�/18 ppm per 8C, Ebc�/200 GPa,

nbc�/0.3, abc�/15 ppm per 8C, Etgo�/400 GPa, ntgo�/

0.2, atgo�/8 ppm per 8C, and aTBC�/11 ppm per 8C).

3. Stresses

3.1. Stresses in the TBC

The stresses having greatest relevance to delamination

are those normal to the interface, szz
tbc: they prescribe the

delamination energy release rate. The stresses are

normalized by the misfit stress [23], s�o �/EtbcDatbcDT /

(1�/ntbc). A typical result for szz
tbc (Figs. 3 and 4),

indicates features relevant to TBC cracking. At ambient,
in a small region around the apex, the stress is

compressive. Elsewhere, the TBC experiences a rela-

tively uniform tension. The stresses increase as the

system cycles, because of the displacements caused by

the thickening of the TGO. Within a single cycle, the

magnitude is almost the same at both ambient and

elevated temperature. The peak tension just beyond the

apex (Fig. 4) increases in a nominally linear manner with
the number of cycles, N (Fig. 5):

smax
zz �si�NDsN (1)

The stresses si and DsN are summarized on Table 1.

This increase in stress with N is a prerequisite for cyclic

cracking in the TBC. None of the previous attempts at

simulation has demonstrated this systematic stress

increase in the TBC.

Some of the material properties that affect the

increase in tensile stress are evident from Fig. 5, Table
1. Namely, higher stresses arise as the modulus of the

TBC and the high temperature yield strength for the

bond coat increase. The latter happens because the

plastic deformation occurring in the bond coat redis-

tributes and alleviates the highest stresses in the TBC.

3.2. Stresses in the TGO

At ambient, the stresses in the TGO are compressive
at all locations (Fig. 6(a and b)). Moreover, the stress

changes that occur upon cycling are quite small. Note

that the stresses are much lower than the thermal

expansion misfit stress [9,23], so�/EtgoDatgoDT /(1�/

ntgo). In a typical case, sxx
tgo:/0.2 whereas for planar

interfaces, sxx
tgo0/s0 [18,21,23]. These relatively low

values are associated with the alleviation in stress caused

by plastic deformation in the bond coat.
Distributions of the stresses determined at the tem-

perature maximum (Fig. 7) reveal zones of both tension

and compression. The zone subject to tension deter-

mines whether the TGO becomes susceptible to cracking

as the system cycles. When the bond coat has tempera-

ture invariant yield strength (sY
bc�/400 MPa), on

average, sxx
tgo and szz

tgo are predominantly tensile after

cycling, with a small region of compression near the
apex. The compression exists because of the lateral

component of the growth strain. That is, thickening

without lateral growth causes sxx
tgo tension at the apex

[23]. When yielding is temperature dependent (/sbc
Ymin/�/

100 MPa), both stress components (Fig. 8) become

predominantly compressive after about ten cycles.

The use of a parabolic growth law for the TGO [21]

does not affect the trends. The only slight difference is a
larger zone subject to tension (Fig. 7).

4. Strains and displacements

The plastic strains that accumulate in the bond coat

are typical of those discussed previously [18�/22].

Namely, for the property choices used in these simula-
tions, the bond coat yields on cooling, resulting in

plastic strains and non-linear interface displacements. It

also re-yields on heating, such that additional plastic

strains occur. The corresponding changes in the oscilla-

tion amplitude, DA , upon cycling (Fig. 9) indicate

behaviors similar to those discussed elsewhere [18�/22].

Under the chosen conditions, the amplitude gradually

increases with cycling. The rate, dDA /dN , becomes
slightly larger as the thickening per cycle increases.

The relevance to the present problem is that the change

in amplitude stretches the adjacent TBC in the z -
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direction. This stretching is the source of the systematic

increase in szz
tbc with N , revealed on Fig. 5, Eq. (1). Note

that changes in the bond coat strength that occur during

exposure, as the Al content reduces, affect the stresses in

the TBC, in the sense that a softening trend increases the

TGO displacement and increases the stresses [19].

5. Energy release rates

In order to simulate cracking and delamination of the
TBC, a crack pattern must be chosen, the energy release

rate, G , determined and compared with the fracture

toughness, Gtbc, of the YSZ. One possibility would be to

place a periodic array of cracks in the TBC within the

zone of szz
tbc tension and calculate G as the cracks

extend. However, when such an array converges, mode I

G necessarily reduces to zero [28].

Yet, experimental observations reveal that a material
with a random dispersion of residually compressed

spheres can spontaneously crack [29]. This happens in

the following manner. A crack that initiates in the tensile

field of the matrix arrests at the compressed particles it

first encounters. Once the crack penetrates through

these particles, it becomes unstable and extends

throughout the material. This condition is satisfied

once the quantity, z�/so�R , exceeds a critical value

(where R is the sphere radius, so the residual stress in

the particle). The analogous problem within the present

context is that depicted on Fig. 1. Namely, once a crack

that forms within the tensile zone is able to penetrate

through the compression zone at the apex, it becomes

unstable and delaminates the TBC.

The crack exhibits the energy release rate character-

istics depicted on Fig. 10(a). The initial increase from

zero varies as G �/�a , comparable to a small crack

subject to uniform tension. When the crack reaches the

compressed particles, G exhibits a peak, it then

decreases as it penetrates the compression zone. Once

it extends through the particles, and re-enters the tensile

field, G increases again. The consequence is a minimum,

Gmin. The crack system becomes unstable subject to the

criterion, Gmin]/Gtbc since thereafter, G exceeds the

toughness.

Fig. 3. The zones of szz tension and compression induced in the TBC at two stages of the tenth cycle (#28 and 30), indicated on the lower left insert.

The coordinates and the cycling conditions are shown, as well as the geometry. Note that the stresses are insensitive to the stage chosen in that cycle.

(Etbc�/40 GPa, sbc
Ymin/�/100 MPa, Dh /2L�/0.01).
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Finite element results for energy release rate have

been obtained for the plane strain crack shown in Fig. 1.

Cell model calculations performed subject to thermal

cycling and TGO growth affirm the features shown on

Fig. 10(a). Detailed calculations in the vicinity of the

minimum, determined for a crack close to the undula-

tion peak, b /2L�/0.02, give the result plotted on Fig.

10(b). Namely, beyond about ten cycles, Gmin increases

almost linearly with further cycling. Non-dimensional

analysis indicates that the result can be expressed in the
form:

Gmin

EtbcL(DaDT)2
�k(N�No) (2)

with No:/8 and k:/9�/10�3. The relationship (2) can

be used as a failure criterion, elaborated below. The

fundamental basis for this trend is addressed separately

[30]. The occurrence of the minimum, Gmin, its depen-
dence on the morphological details, and the precise

evolution of the crack as it extends between the zones of

compression represent a class of fundamental unsolved

Fig. 4. Some specific variations of the szz stress in the TBC. (a) The

distribution of stress along the interface with the TGO at ambient

temperature for cycles 1, 5 and 10. (b) The change in stress at a single

location B (refer to Fig. 3) as the temperature cycles. (Etbc�/40 GPa,

sY
bc�/400 MPa, Dh /2L�/0.01).

Fig. 5. Changes in the maximum szz tension in the TBC upon cycling

for several choices of the TBC modulus, Etbc, the TGO growth rate,

Dh /2L , and the bond coat mechanical properties.

Table 1

Values of si and DsN

Bond coat yield strength (MPa) Etbc (GPa) Dh /2L si/so� DsN /so�

/sbc
Ymin/�100 40 0.01 0.36 0.036

/sbc
Ymin/�100 20 0.01 0.39 0.047

/sbc
Ymin/�100 40 0.005 0.33 0.031

sY
bc�400 40 0.01 0.33 0.065

Fig. 6. The normal, szz and in-plane, sxx stresses in the TGO at

ambient adjacent to the interface with the bond coat after 1, 5 and 10

cycles. (Etbc�/40 GPa, sY
bc�/400 MPa, Dh /2L�/0.01).
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problems in fracture mechanics. These fundamentals are

addressed in a separate investigation [30].

6. Failure criterion

Once the energy release rate minimum, Gmin, reaches

the TBC fracture toughness (at the appropriate mode

mixity), Gtbc, a crack originating in the tensile zone

between the peaks becomes unstable and extends into a

delamination crack. Equating Gmin in (Eq. (2)) to the
toughness provides an expression for the number of

cycles to failure,

Nf �No�
Gtbc

EtbcL(DaDT)2k
(3)

This expression is considered prototypical rather than
specific, in the sense that k is dependent on the

assumptions made about the TGO growth strain, as

well as its yield strength and on the mechanical proper-

ties of the bond coat. To assess whether (Eq. (3)) yields

reasonable magnitudes, inserting typical choices (Etbc�/

40 GPa, Gtbc�/50 J m�2, Da�/4 ppm per 8C) reveals

that, for the TGO and bond coat characteristics chosen

for the present calculations, Nf, is of order 400 cycles.
However, we emphasize that the result should only be

compared with experiment once the constituent proper-

ties have been ascertained with some precision.

Fig. 7. The zones of tension and compression in the TGO at the

temperature maximum. (Etbc�/40 GPa, sY
bc�/400 MPa, Dh /2L�/

0.01).

Fig. 8. The stresses in the TGO corresponding to Fig. 6 at the

temperature maximum. (Etbc�/40 GPa, sbc
Ymin/�/100 MPa, Dh /2L�/

0.01).

Fig. 9. Changes in the amplitude of the interface oscillations as the

system thermally cycles. (a) Comparison for different TGO thickening

rates, Dh /2L�/0.005 and 0.01 for, sbc
Ymin/�/100 MPa. (b) Comparison

for different bond coat yield strengths, sY
bc�/400 MPa and sbc

Ymin/�/100

MPa for Dh /2L�/0.01.
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7. Conclusion

It has been shown that TGO growth, inclusive of a

lateral strain, in conjunction with the thermal expansion

misfit upon thermal cycling, induces tensile stresses in

the TBC normal to the surface. These stresses increase in

a nominally linear manner with the number of cycles, N .

They increase because small changes in the amplitude of

the interfacial oscillations stretch the adjacent TBC

normal to the surface. These amplitude changes are
mechanistically related to the displacement instabilities

found in systems with EB-PVD coatings on Pt�/alumi-

nide bond coats.

The changes in stress with cycling have been related to

an increase in the energy release rate for cracks that

originate within the tensile zone between peaks in the

interface oscillations. These cracks penetrate through

the islands of compression above the peaks, subject to a
minimum in the energy release rate, Gmin. Abrupt failure

occurs when Gmin exceeds the fracture toughness of the

TBC.

A criterion for delamination has been derived upon

relating the number of cycles at which Gmin0/Gtbc to the

TBC modulus and the dimensions of the interface

oscillations.
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